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(E)-SUPER-DECOMPOSABLE OPERATORS

JAE-CUUL RHo AND JONG-KWANG Yoo

1. Introduction
The decomposable operator theory was introduced by C. Foias in the

1960's as an extension of the spectral operator theory which was devel
oped for a period of over thirty years since 1940's, and since then it has
been studied as one of the key research topics. In 1979, E. Albrecht
discovered that the definition of decomposable operator can be repIa.ced
by a more weakened condition. Weaker conditions then appeared
in the'decomposable operator are weakly decomposable operator and
analytically decomposable operator, and stronger conditions then ap
peared in the decomposable operator are strongly decomposable op
erator. Many research results were produced on these theories. At
the same time, theories on classification of invariant subspace problem
were developed.

In this paper, motivated by [7] we introduces the notion of an (E)
super-decomposable operator which is a type of a super-decomposable
operator and solves the problems on dual operator and restriction and
quotient operators which has not been solved under strongly decom
posable operator theory. At the same time, some interesting research
results are disclosed.

Throughout this paper we shall use the standard notions and some
basic results of the theory of decomposable operators as presented in
[8] and [10]. Let .l(X) be the space of all continuous linear operators on
a complex Bana.ch space X. For an operator T E .l(X), Lat(T) stands
for the collection of all closed T-invariant linear subspaces of X. Also,
F(C) stands for the family of closed subsets of C. T* denotes the dual
operator of T E .l(X). If Y is a closed T-invariant subspace, we write
TIY for the restriction and T for the operator induced by Ton X/Y.
For Y c X, let y.l be its annihilator in X. We use o"(T) for spectrum
of T and peT) for its resolvent set. We put Y for the closure of Y in
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appropriate topology. An operator T has the single-valued extension
property (abbr.,SVEP) if for each X-valued analytic function f defined
on a region VI cC such that (>.1 - T)f(>..) = 0 for>" E VI , we have
f=Oon VI.

If T E £(X) has the single-valued extension property, we define the
local resolvent set at x, denoted by PT(x), as the set of all >.. E C for
which there exist an open neighborhood U of >.. in C and an analytic
function f : U --. X with (T - p.I)f(p.) = x for all p. E U. The set
UT(x) := C \ PT(x) will be called the local spectrum of T at the point
xEX.

If T has the single-valued extension property, then for any F ~

C, the set XT(F):= {x EX IUT(X) ~ F} is a linear subspace of X,
hyperinvariant for T (i.e. invariant for all operators which commutes
withT). Clearly, XT(F) = XT(u(T) nF), and Fl ~ F2 ~ C implies
XT(Fl ) ~ XT(F2 ) and iD. general, XT(F) is not necessarily closed even
if F is closed [8].

An operator T E .c(X) is called decomposable if for every open cover
{U, V} of C(or, u(T» there exists Yi,Y2 E Lat(T) such that X =
Yl + 1'2 and u(TIYi) ~ Ui for i = 1,2. It is known that decomposable
operators enjoy a completely symmetric duality theory, i.e., an operator
is decomposable exactly when its dual is. Also, it is known that if T
is decomposable and for any closed F ~ C, then XT(F) is norm closed
linear subspace of X and u(TIXT(F» ~ F. For other special properties
of decomposable operators, see [8].

A linear subspace Y of X is said to be a v-space for T E LeX) if
Y is invariant under T and u(TIY) ~ u(T). AT-invariant subspace
Z is said to be spectral maximal for T if for any T -invariant subspace
Y such that u(TIY) ~ u(TIZ), we have Y ~ Z. We denote the set of
all spectral maximal spaces for T by SM(T). It is known that if T is
decomposable operator, then SM(T) = {XT(F): F E F(C)}.

The T -invariant subspace Y is called analytically invariant if for
each X-valued analytic function f defined on a region VI such that
(>.. - T)f(>..) E Y for>" E VI, then we have f(>..) E Y for>" E VI . We
denote the set of all analytically invariant subspaces for T by AI(T).
It is known [lO} that spectral maximal implies analytically invariant,
but not converse.
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2. Properties of (E)-sllper-decomposable operators

Let J = [a, b) be a compact interval of the real line. Let BV(J) be
the Banacb. algebra of complex valued functions of bounded variation
on J with norm III . III defined by 111/111 = I/(b)1 + var(f, J) (f E
BV( J)), where var(f, J) is the total variation of lover J. Let AC( J)
be the Banacb. subalgebra of BV(J) consisting of absolutely continuous
functions on J. For lE AC(J),

111/111 = I/(b)1 +1"1/(t)ldt.

Let P( J) be the subalgebra of AC(J) consisting of the polynomials
on J. Then P(J) is norm dense in AC(J). Let T E .c(X). We
define peT) in the.natural way by setting peT) = E:=oanTn, where
peA) = E:=o anAn. The p --+ peT) is an algebra homomorphism. We
say that T is well-bounded operator if there is a compact interval J
and a real constant K such that IIP(T)II S KII!PIII for all polynomial
p with complex coefficients, that is, there is compact interval J such
that T has an AC(J)-functional calculus. In this case we say that T is
implemented by (K, J). Observe that if T is well-bounded then so is
T* with the same J and K. It is well kn()wn [9] that if T E .c(X) is a
well-bounded operator on X implemented by (K, J), then er(T) ~ J.

THEOREM 2.1 [7]. Let T be a well-bounded operator on a reflexive
Banach space X. Let K and J be chosen so that I!P(T)II :5 KIIIPIII
for all polynomial p. Then for any open cover {U, V} of J there exists
RE .c(X) such that R 2 = R, RT = TR, er(TIR(X» ~ U and er(TI(I
R)(X)) ~ V.

Motivating the well-bounded operator on a reflexive Banacb. space
which is described in Theorem 2.1, we introduce a new operator as
follows:

DEFINITION 2.2. An operator T E .c(X) is said to be a (E)-super
decomposable if for evezy pair of open sets U, V ~ C such that U U
V = C (or,er(T) ~ U U V), there exists some R E .c(X) such that
R 2 = R, RT = TR, er(TIR(X» S;;; U and er(TI(I - R)(X» S;;; V.

The (E)-super-decomposability is replaced by the following;
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An operator T E .c(X) is (E)-super-decomposable if for every open
cover {U, V} of C, there exists idempotent operator R E .c(X) such
that RT = TR, u(TIRX) S;;; U and u(TRX) S;;; V, where T RX is a
coinduced operator on the quotient space X/RX.

The following theorem gives us an equivalent condition for the (E)
super-decomposability of T which is easier to handle.

THEOREM 2.3. Tbe following statements are equivalent:
(1) T E .c(X) is (E)-super-decomposable
(2) For evezy open covering {UI, U2 } ofC, tbere exists spaces X I ,X2 E
Lat(T) as well as operators RI,~ E .c(X) commuting witb T such
tbat RI +R2 = I, R~ = Rj , Rj(X) S;;; Xjand u(TIXj) S;;; Uj for j =
1, 2.
(3) T is decomposable and for evezy pair of closed invariant spaces Y
and Z satisfying u(TIY) nu(TIZ) = <P, tbere exists some R E .c(X)
commuting witb T such tbat R2 = R, RIY = 0 and (I - R)IZ = O.

Proof. (1) =} (2). For every open covering {UI, U2} of C, there
exists some R E .c(X) such that R2 = R,RT = TR,u(TIR(X» S;;;
UI and u(TI(1 - R)(X)) S;;; U2. If we put RI := R, R2 := 1- R,
Xl := R(X) and X2 := (I - R)(X), then one has the result.

(1) =} (3). Clearly, T is decomposable. Let ~Z E Lat(T) such
that u(TIY) nu(TIZ) = <p. Then UI := C \ u(TIY) and U2 := C \
u(T\Z) are open with UI U U2 = C. By the assumption, there exists
X I ,X2 E Lat(T) as well as Rl,R2 E .c(X) such that R} = Rj, RjT =
TRj, Rj(X) S;;; Xj and u(TIXj) S;;; Uj for j = 1,2 and RI +R2 = 1.
If we put R := RI, then R2 = R and RT = TR. We want to show
that RIY = O. If yE Y, then uT(Ry) S;;; UT(Y) S;;; u(TIY) S;;; C \ UI by
([8], Proposition 1.2). On the other hand, we conclude from R(X) S;;;
Xl S;;; XT(u(TIXI) that uT(Ry) S;;; o{TIX1 ) S;;; UI. It follows that
uT(Ry) = <p, which implies Ry = O. Thus RIY = 0, and the same
reasoning shows that (I - R)IZ = O.

(3) =} (1). Given an arbitrary open covering U,V of C, we choose
open sets U1 , U2, VI, V2 S;;; C such that U1 UU2 = C, UI S;;; UI S;;;
U2 S;;; U2 ~ U and VI S;;; VI ~ Vi ~ V 2 ~ V. Then F1 := C \ UI

and F2 :~ C \ Vi are closed and disjoint. Since T is decomposable, it
follows that both XT(F1 ) and XT(F2) are spectral maximal spaces with
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a(TIXT(F1 »na(TIXT(F2» = 4J. Hence condition (c) supplies us with
some R E 'c(X) commuting with T such that R 2 = R,RIXT(Fd = 0
and (I - R)IXT(F2) = O. We want to show that a(TIR(X)) ~ U2.
Since U2 UC \ U1 = C, we have splitting

Since RIXT(F1 ) = 0, we have R(X) = R(XT(U2 » ~ XT(U2). Let A E
C\U2. Consider the operator S:= [(T-A)IXT(U2)]-1 on XT(U2), that
is, S(T-AI)IXT(U2 ) = (T-AI)S = IIXT(U2).1t suffices to show that
SR(X) ~ R(X), since this implies SR(X) ~ R(X) = R(X), so that
the restriction SIR(X) will be the inverse of (T - A)IR(X). Given an
arbitrary x E R(X), we have x = Ry for some y E XT(U2) and hence
Sx = SRy = SR(T - A)Sy = SeT - A) = RSy E R(X). It follows that
a(TIR(X» ~ .U2 ~ U. By the same reasoning, a(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V.

PROPOSITION 2.4. The approximate point spectrum of (E)-super
decomposable operators coincides with its spectrum.

Proof. Suppose that aap(T) #- aCT). Then U = C\u(T) is open and
Un aCT) #- 4J. Let V be a second open set such that {U, V} cover aCT)
and aCT) <t V. Then there exists R E 'c(X) such that R 2 = R, RT =
TR,a(TIR(X)) ~ U and u(TI(I - R)(X)) ~ V. Thus R(X) #- {O},
because otherwise (I - R)(X) = X and u(T) = a(TI(I - R)(X)) ~ V
which is impossible by the choice of V. Hence there is A E U such that
A E aa(T) ~ uap(TIR(X)) ~ aCT). But this is a contradiction.

THEOREM 2.5. liT E 'c(X) is (E)-super-decomposable, then T* is
(E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. For every pair of open sets U1 , U2 of C such that U1 UU2 = C,
there exists X 1 ,X2 E Lat(T) as wen as operators R 1 ,R2 E 'c(X)
commuting with T such that RI + R2 = I, R~ = Rj Rj(X) ~ Xj and
a(TIXj) ~ Uj (j=1,2). Let lj := X;' By Hahn Banach theorem, there

exists an extension f E X* such that flXj = f and 11111 = IIfll for
every f E Xi. So we can identify

lj = {I E X* I flXj = f and f E lj}
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for j = 1,2. First, we want to show that Yj E Lat(T). Clearly, T* j =
joT is a bounded linear functional and Tx E Xi for all x E Xi' Since
(T* j)(x) = j(Tx) = f(Tx) for all x E Xi, it follows that T* j E Yj.
Hence Yj E Lat(T*). H f E X*, then Rjf = foRi is a bounded linear
functional. From Ri(X) ~ Xi and Rjf E Yj, we have RjYj ~ Yj
for j=1,2. It is easily check that Ri + R2 = I*, (Rj)2 = Ri and
RjT* = T*Ri for j=1,2. Take any A E C \ Ul and consider the
operator S := [(AI-T)IX1]-1. Then we have (AI*-T*)S*Il'i = I*IYi,
which implies A E p(T*lYl). Hence u(T*IYI) ~ Ul. By the same the
arguments, we conclude that u(T*IY2) ~ U2. By Theorem 2.3, T* is
(E)-super-decomposable. This completes the proof.

In Theorem 2.5, the opposite implications holds in reflexive Banach
space. We have the following.

COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a re:8exive Banach space. Then T E
£(X) is super-decomposable if and only ifT* is.

Proof. H T is a super-decomposable operator on a reflexive Banach
space X, then by Theorem 2.5, T* is super-decomposable and so (T*)*
is super-decomposable. Since T = T** , the proof is finished.

LEMMA 2.7 [8]. Let T E £(X) andIet 00 be a separate part ofu(T).
Let

£(00, T) := 2
1

. f (A - T)-ldA
7r'l. Jr

be the spectral projection corresponding to 00, where r is a system of
closed Jordan curves situated inp(T), surrounding 00 and separating
the sets 00 and 00' = u(T) \ u. Then £(u, T)X is a spectral maximal
space of T and u(TI£(u, T)X) = u.

THEOREM 2.8. If the spectrum u(T) ofT E £(X) is totally discon
nected, then T is (E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. Let {U, V} be any open cover of u(T). We put 00 = u(T) n
U. We first take the case that u is a separate part of u(T). Then
6 := u(T) \ u is also a separate part of u(T). Thus both £(u, T) and
£(6, T) are defined and £(u,T? = £(u, T). We claim that the operator
R := £(u, T) satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.2 for T E £(X).
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Clearly, oo(TIR(X» = oo(TIE(oo,T)X) = 00 ~ U. By the functional
calculus, we have

T = -2
1

. f A(A - T)-ldA, I = 2
1

. f (A - T)-ldA
~&Jr ~&Jr

where r is a simple closed contour surrounding oo(T) and lying in
peT). An elementary line integral shows that E(u, T) + E(6, T) =
£(oo(T),T) = I. Thus I -£(oo,T) =£(6,T). Hence oo(TI(I -R)(X» =
u(TIE(6,T)X) = 6 ~ V. Clearly, RT = TR. It follows that T is
(E)-super-decomposable.
We now consider the case that oo(::f:. 4» is not a separate part of oo(T).
This can be happen when oo(T) is an infinite set; (for example, Zo E
u(T) is an limit point of a sequence {Zn} in oo(T) such that Zo is a
boundary point of U and Un oo(T) = {zn}, then {zn} is not a sepa
rate part of oo(T». Since oo(T) is totally disconnected, there exists a
separate part 6 such that 6 C 00,6 ::f:. 00,6 n V ¥= 4> and u(T) \ 6 ~ V.
Thus the projection operator E(6, T) is defined. By the same reason
ing in the proof of first case, we conclude that oo(TIE(6, T)X) = 6 ~
U,oo(T/(I - E(6,T»X) = oo(T) \ 6 ~ V and TE(6,T) = £(6,T)T. This
completes the proof.

The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of the Theorem
2.8

COROLLARY 2.9. Any compact operators and quasi-nilpotent oper
ators are (E)-super-decomposable.

REMARK 2.10 [10]. Let A be a Banach algebra with unit 1, and
let X be a complex Banacb space. Assume that e : A ---. .c(X) is
a continuous Banach representation of A on X such that e(l) = I.
Then ooA(X) = oo.c(x)(8(x» .

From Theorem 2.8, we have the following immediate consequence.

COROLLARY 2.11. Let e : A ---. .c(X) be a continuous Banach
representation of a Banach algebra A on a Banach space X such that
e(l) = 1. If the spectrum oo(x)(x E A) is totally disconnected, then
e(x) is (E)-super-decomposable.

We recall that a subspace Y ~ X is said to be hyperinvariant if it
is invariant under every operators in .c(X) which commutes with T.
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LEMMA 2.12. Let T E £(X) be (E)-super-decomposable, that is,
for every pair of open cover {U, V} of C, there exists R E £(X) such
that"R2 = R,RT =TR,u(TIR(X» S;;; U and u(TI(l -R)(X» S;;; V. If
Y E Al(T) is hyperinvariant, then R(Y) E Al(T).

Proof. Let f : VI --+ X be analytic on a region VI such that
(A - T)f(>.) E R(Y) for A E VI. Then (A - T)(l - R)f(A) E (l
R)R(Y) = {O}. Thus (A - T)(l - R)f(A) = 0 for>. E VJ. By the
SVEP of T, (l - R)f(A) = 0 for A E VI, and so f(A) = Rf(A). Since
(A - T)f(A) = R(A - T)f(A) E R(Y) S;;; Y and Y E AI(T), we have
f(A) E Y. Thus f(A) = Rf(A) E R(Y) for A E VI . Hence R(Y) is
analytically invariant under T.

PROPOSITION 2.13 [10]. Let T E £(X), and let ~ Z E Lat(T) with
Y C Z. The following properties hold.

(1) IfY E AI(T), then Y E Al(TIZ).
(2) The quot~nt space Z/Y E AI(TY) if and only if Z E AI(T).

TH,EOREM 2.14. Let T E £(X) be (E)-super-decomposable. For
any hyperinvariant Y E Al(T), TIY is (E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. We put Ty = TIY. For every pair of open sets U, V S;;;
C such that U U V = C , there exists some R E £(X) such that
R2 = R,RT = TR,u(TIR(X» S;;; U and u(TI(l - R)(X» S;;; V. By
Lemma 2.12, R(Y) E AI(T). Thus u(TyIR(Y» = u(TIY n R(Y» =
u(TIR(Y» = u(TIR(Y) n R(X». Since R(X) E Al(T) and R(Y) n
R(X) S;;; R(X), we have R(X) nR(Y) E AI(TIR(X». Consequently,

u(TyIR(Y» = u(TIY n R(Y» S;;; u(TIR(X» S;;; U.

Clearly, TyR = RTy. Similarly, we obtain u(Ty\(l - R)(X» S;;; V.
We have proved that Ty is (E)-super-decomposable.

Recall from [10] that every spectral maximal space is hyperinvariant
space.

We say that T is strongly decomposable if for every Y E SM(T),
TIY E £(Y) is decomposable. The following result is an immediate
consequence of the Theorem 2.14.
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COROLLARY 2.15. HT E £(X) is (E)-super-decomposable, tben
botb T and T* are strongly decomposable.

COROLLARY 2.16. Let T E £(X) be (E)-super-decomposable. For
any YE SM(T), TIY is (E)-super-decomposable.

For an operator T E £(X), if A ~ C then the maximal algebraic
spectral subspace ET(A) is the largest linear subspace of X such that
(T - '\)ET(A) = ET(A) holds for all ,\ E C \ A.

There is a reducing hyperinvariant subspace for T E £(H) on a
Hilbert space H.

EXAMPLE 2.17. Let T E £(H) be such tbat T is one to one. Con-
sider linear subspaces

HI := EBTn(KerT*).
n~O

By tbe Wold decomposition supplies us H = Ho tf)H1 and Ho is reduc
ing for T. More precisely tbat T Ho = Ho, T HI CHI. Tbus tbere is a

projector P such tbat PH = Ho and PT = TP. Next, we prove tbat

ET(C \ {O}) = Ho = nT nH.
n~O

Since THo = Ho, Ho ~ ET(C \ {O}) by maximality. Since T is one
to one, it follows from ([15],Lemma ) tbat

ex>

ET(C \ {O}) = nTnH = nTnH = Ho.
n::;;1 n~O

Moreover, ET(C\ {O}) is a byperinvariant subspace for T. Hence Ho =
nn~O Tn H is a reducing byperinvariant subspace of H.

THEOREM 2.18. Let T E £(H) be (E)-super-decomposable on a
complex Hilbert space H. Tben botb TIY and T* IY are (E)-super
decomposable for any reducing byperinvariant subspace Y of H.

Proof. Let Y be a reducing hyperinvanant subspace of H. Then
there is a projection operator P such that PH = Y and PT = TP. It
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follows ([10], Proposition 2.14) that PH = Y is analytically invariant
under T. For any open cover {U, V} of C, there is R E £(H) such that
R2 = R,TR = TR,u(TIRH) ~ U and u(TI(I - R)H) ~ v: Since Y is
hyperinvariatlt, RY is closed in H. We want to show that RY E AI(T).
Let f : VI ~ H be any analytic function on some open VI C C and
satisfy condition (T - >.I)f(>.) E RY on VI. Then f(>.) E Y for all
>. E Vj, because Y = PH E AI(T). Since

(T - >'1)(1 - R)f(>.) E (I - R)RY = {O},

it follows from SVEP of T that f(>.) = Rf(>.). Hence f(>.) = Rf(>.) E
RY for all >. E VI, this implies RY is an analytically invariant subspace
of T. Clearly, (TIY)R = R(TIY), u«TIY)IRH) = u(TIY n RH) ~
u(TIRH) ~ U andu«TIY)I(I-R)H) = u(TIYn(I-R)H) ~ u(TI(I
R)H) ~ v: Therefore TIYis(E)-super-decomposable by Theorem 2.14.
On the other hand, it is well known that Y reduces T if and only if
PT = TP if and only if Y reduces T·. By the same reasoning, we
have Y E AI(T·). Moreover, since R· = R = R2 ,R·Y = RY c Y
and RT· = T·R. Hence R·Y E AI(T·) and the same argument shows
that T·IY is (E)-super-decomposable.

It is known that if Ti E £(Xi) and Yi E Lat(7i) for i = 1,2. then
u(TI ID T21Yi ID 1'2) = u(TlIYi) Uu(T2IY2), where Yi El) 1'2 is considered
as subspace of Xl IDX2 = {Xl $X2 = (XI,X2) I Xi E Xi,i = 1,2 } and

-!lXI ID x2!1 = (I1XI!l2 + IIx2112)i.

THEOREM 2.19. HTj E £(Xj)(j=1,2) are (E)-super-decomposable,
then T = TI ID T2 E £(XI ID X 2 ) is also (E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. Assume that Tj E £(Xj) are (E)-super-decomposable for
j = 1,2. Then for every pair of open sets U, V ~ C such that U U
V = C, there exists some Rj E .c(X j) such that Rj = Rj, RjTj =
TjRj,u(TjIRj(Xj» ~ U and u(Tjl(I - Rj)(Xj» ~ V for j = 1,2.
Let R := RI ID R2 E £(XI ID X2). Clearly, R2 = Rand RT = TR.
Since u(TIR(XI IDX2» = U(TIIRI(XI)IDT2IR2(X2» = u(TIIRI(XI»U
u(T2IR2(X2» ~ U. A similar argument ensures that C1(TI«II ID 12 )

R)(Xt IDX2» ~ V. Hence T is (E)-super-decomposable.
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THEOREM 2.20. Let T = TI EB T2 E £(XI EB X2) be a (E)-super
decomposable. H both Xl and X 2 are hyperinvariant under T, then
both TI and T2 are (E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. Assume that T is (E)-super-decomposable. We claim that
Xj E AI(T) for j =1,2. Let J : VI --+ Xl EB X2 be analytic function
on a region VI such that (>. - T)J(>.) E Xl for>' E VI' Clearly, J(>.) =
fI(>.) EB 12(>')· Since fI(>.) and 12(>') are analytic on VI, we have
(>.-T)J(>.) = (>.II -TI )fI(>')EB(>'h-T2)h(>') E Xl == Xl EB{O}. Thus
(>'h - T2)h(>') = O. Since T has the SVEP, T2 has the SVEP. Thus
12(>') = 0 on VI' Hence J(>.) = fI(>.) E Xl on Vj, and so Xl E AI(T).
By Theorem 2.14, TIXI = TI is (E)-super-decomposable. A similar
argument ensures that T2 is also (E)-super-decomposable.

PROPOSITION 2.21. HT E .c(X) is (E)-super-decomposable, then
L(T) E .c(£(X)) is also (E)-super-decomposable,
where L(T) : .c(X) --+ .c(X) is defined by L(T)A = TA for A E .c(X).

Proof. Given an arbitrary open covering {U, V} of C, there exists
RE .c(X) such that R2 = R, RT = TR, q(TIR(X)) ~ U and q(TI(I 
R)X) ~ V. Let R := L(R). Clearly, (R)2 = R and RL(T) =

L(T)R. It remains to show that q(L(T)IR(.c(X))) ~ U. Let >. E C\U.
Then there exists an inverse operator 8 := [(T - >')IR(X)]-l. We put
S := L(8). Then (L(T) - >')SL(R)A = RA for all A E .c(X), that is,
(L(T) - >,)SIR(.c(X)) = I\R(.c(X)). Hence q(L(T)jR(.c(X))) ~ U.
By the same reasoning, q(L(T)I(I - R)(.c(X))) ~ V. Hence L(T) is
(E)-super-decomposable.

We turn to the study of the stability of (E)-super-decomp08ability
under functional calculus.

PROPOSITION 2.22. Let T E .c(X), and let J : G --+ C be analytic
on an open neighborhood G ofq(T). HT is (E)-super-decomposable,
then

J(T) := -2
1

. { J(>.)(>. - T)-ld>'
1n Jr

is (E)-super-decomposable, where r is a simple closed contour which
is surrounding q(T) and lying in peT).
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Proof. For any open cover {U, V} of u(J(T» (or, C), we have
u(J(T» = J(u(T» ~ U U V by spectral mapping theorem. Thus
{f-I(U), J-I(V)} is an open covering of u(T). By the assumption,
there exists R E £(X) such that R2 = R,RT = TR, u(TIR(X» ~

f-I(U) and u(TI(I - R)(X» ~ J-I(V). we also obtain,

J(T)R = (2~i [f(>')(>' - T)-ld>.)R

= 2
1

. ( f(>')(>' - T)-IRd>'
1n Jr

= Rf(T).

It suffices to show that u(J(T)IR(X» ~ U. Since R(X) is v-space
under J(T), u(J(T)IR(X» = f(u(TIR(X» ~ U. By the same method,
we obtain u(TI(I - R)(X» ~V. We have proved that f(T) is (E)
super-decomposable.

It is evi~ent that without some assumptions on J we cannot obtain
the converse property to the preeeeding Proposition 2.21. Such an
additional condition is given in the following.

, PROPOSITION 2.23. Let T E £(X), and let J : G -+ C be analytic
and injective on an open neighborhood G ofu(T). IfJ(T) is (E)-super
decomposable, then BO is T.

Proof. If J is constant, then clearly, T is (E)-super-decomposable.
Suppose that J is not constant. For every open covering {U, V} of
C, we have {f(U),J(V)} is an open covering of u(J(T» = J(u(T»,
by open mapping theorem and spectral mapping theorem. By the
assumption, there exists R E £(X) such thiLt R2 = R, RJ(T) =
f(T)R, u(J(T)IR(X» ~ J(U) &Ild (J(T)I(I - R)(X» ~ fey). Thus
u(J(T)IR(X» = J(u(TIR(X» ~ feU). Hence u(TIR(X) ~ U, since
f is injective. A similar argument ensures that u(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V.
Hence T is (E)-super-decomposable.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.22 and Proposition
2.23 one obtains.
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COROLLARY 2.24. Let T E £(X), and let J : G --+ C be analytic
and injective on an open neighborhood G of O'(T). Then T is (E)
super-decomposable if and only if so is J(T).

THEOREM 2.25. Let T E LeX) be (E)-sup er-decomposable. Tben
the coinduced operator T Y E £(X/Y) is (E)-super-decomposable for
any Y E Lat(T).

Proof. Let Y E Lat(T). For any open covering {U, V} of C, there
exists RE £(X) such that R2 = R, RT = TR, O'(TIR(X» ~ U and
O'(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V. Clearly, RYTY = T YRY, (RY )2 = RY and
RY(X/Y) = {[Rx] ; x E X} = R(X)/Y. It suffices to show that
O'(TYIRY(X/Y» = O'(TYIR(X)/Y) ~ O'(TIR(X». For any A E
p(TIR(X», there exists an inverse operator S = (A-T)IR(X» -1 such
that S(A-T)IR(X) = (A-T)SIR(X) = IIR(X). Thus S(A-T)Rx =
(A - T)SRx = Rx for all x E X and hence (S(A - T») Y ([Rx]) =

(A - T)S) Y ([Rx]) = [Rx] for every x E X, This implies

SY (A - T)YIR(X)/Y = (A - T)YSYIR(X)/Y = IIR(X)/Y.

And so SY = (A - T)y)-1 = (AIY - TY)-1 holds on R(X)/Y. It
follows that O'(TYIRY(X/Y» ~ O'(TIR(X» ~ U. Similarly, we have

O'(TYI(IY -RY)(X/Y» = O'(TYI(I -R)X/Y) ~ O'(TI(I-R)(X» ~ V.

Hence T Y is (E)-super-decomposable.

COROLLARY 2.26. Tbe fonowing statements are equivalent:
(1) T E LeX) is (E)-super-decomposable.
(2) T\Y E £(Y) is (E)-super-decomposable for any hyperinvariant

subspace Y E AI(T).
(3) T Y E £(X/Y) is (E)-super-decomposable for any Y E Lat(T).

Proof. The implications (1) => (2) and (1) => (3) follow from
Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.25.
(2) => (1). Clearly, X is a trivial T-analytically invariant subspace.
Hence, from Theorem 2.14, T is (E)-super-decomposable.
(3) => (1). Clearly, {O} E Lat(T). Hence it follows from Theorem
2.25 tha:t T ~ ,T{O} is (E)-super-decomposable.

An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.26 is following.
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COROLLARY 2.27. Let T E .c(X) be (E)-super-decomposable.
(a) IfYi E AI(T) is analytically byperinvariant under T, Y2 ~ Yi

and Y2 E Lat(TIYi), tben (TIYi)Y2 is (E)-super-decomposable.
(b) If Yi E Lat(T), Z ~ X/Yi and Z E AI(TY1) is analytically

byperinvariant under TY1, tben TY1IZ is (E)-super-decomposable.

3. Examples of (E)-super-decomposable operators

In this section, we present examples of (E)-super-decomposable op
erators. This class, (E)-super-decomposable operator, contain many
interesting examples; nilpotent, finite dimensional and Hilbert-Schmidt
operators by Theorem 2.8. Moreover, well-bounded operator defined
on a reflexive Banach space is also (E)-super-decomposable.

Consider a complex Banach space V(X,A,Il) for 1 ~p ~ 00. Let
tP E LOO(X, A, Il), where (X, A, Il) is a finite measure space. The mul
tiplication operator corresponding to 4J is the bounded operator Mq, on
V (X, A, Il) defined by (Mq,f)(x) = 4J(x)f(x) for all f E V(X,A,Il)
(1 ~ p ~ (0) and x EX.

EXAMPLE 1. Every spectral operator T is (E)-super-decomposable.
In particular, tbe multiplication operator Mq, defined on V(X,A,Il)
is (E)-super-decomposable for every 4J E LOO(X,A,Il).

Proof. Let e(·) be the spectral measure for T. Then Te(u) =e(u)T
and u(Tle(u)(X» ~ (j for all u E P(C), where P(C) is the u-algebra
of Borel subsets of C. For every pair of open sets U, V ~ C such
that U U V = C, we choose open sets Ul , Vi ~ C such that Ul ~

U1 ~ U, Vi ~ V 1 ~ V and Ul U Vi = C. We claim that the operator
R := e(Ul ) satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.2 for T E .c(X).
Clearly, RT = TB, R2 = Rand u(TIR(X» = u(Tle(Ul)X) ~ Ul ~
U. Similarly, we have u(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V. Hence T is (E)-super
decomposable. Finally, for 8 E P(C), we define e(8) = M xs oq, ,
where x. denote the characteristic function corresponding to a set S.
It follows from ([12],Proposition 2.1) that e(·) is a spectral measure
which makes Mq, a spectral operator.
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Let A be a Banach algebra with unity 1. Each x in A determines a
pair of linear mappings Uz, Vz on A via the formulas Uz y = xy, Vz y =
yx. Then Uz and Vz are in £(A).

EXAMPLE 2. IftbespectrumuA(X) ofx E Ais totally disconnected,
tben botb Uz and Vz are (E)-super-decomposable.

Proof. The algebras U = {Uz : x E A} and V = {Vz : x E A} are
full subalgebras of £(A), and UA(X) = U.c(A)(Uz ) = U.c(A)(Vz ). Since
o'.A(x) is totally disconnected, U.c(A)(Uz ) and U.c(A)(Vz ) are totally dis
connected. Whence the Theorem 2.8 is applied.

Let A denote a commutative complex Banach algebra.. The set of
all multiplicative linear functionals on A is denoted by M(A), the iden-
tically zero functional on A by tPoo and M(A) U{ tPoo} by M(A). Then
M(A) and M(A) are subsets of A* (the dual space of A). When
M(A) (or, M(A» is equipped with the relative weak * topology, we
call it the .spectrum ( or, character .space) of A.

It is well known [6] that the spectrum. M(A) is a locally compact
Hausdorff space with one point compactifica.tion M(A). In particu
lar, if A has a unit element, then M(A) is compact.

EXAMPLE 3. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra over C and
assume tbat tbe spectrum M (A) is totally disconnected. Tben for
evezy a E A and evezy algebraic bomomorpbism CJ? : A --+ £(X), tbe
operator ~(a) E £(X) is (E)-super-decomp08able.

Proof. Suppose that M(A) is totally disconnected. Assume that A
has no identity element. Consider the unitization A := A E9 C of the
Banach algebra A and the canonical extension i : A --+ £(X) of the
homomorphism CJ? given by i(x +~) = CJ?(x) + ~I for all x E A and
~ E C. Then M(A) is the one point compactifica.tion of the locally
compact space M(A) with the Gelfand topology. Since an operator
T E £(X) is (E)-super-decomposable if and only if T - 1-&1 is (E)
super-decomposable for some 1-& E C, it suffices to prove the assertion
that for an operator i(a) E £(X), for a E A satisfies 0 fI u(a) =

a(M(A», where a : M(A) --+ C denotes the Gelfand transform of
a on M(A). Now, given open sets U, V ~ C such that U U V = C,
we may assume that 1-& E V, where 1-& is the complex number for which
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a -ILl EA. Then K := M(A).\ a-I (V) is a compact subset of M(A)
and a- I (U) n M(A) is an open neighborhood of Kin M(A). Since
M(A) is locally compact, there exists a compact neighborhood L of
K in M(A) such that L ~ a- I (U). Since L is compact and totally
disconnected, there is a cOmpact and open subset 0 of M(A) such
that K ~ 0 ~ L. ~ a- I (U). Since 0 and M(A) \ 0 are dIsjoint
non-empty compacts sets, A contains an idempotent e with e = I on
o and e = 0 on M(A) \ 0 by the Shilov idempotent theorem. We
claim that the operator R := ~(e) E LeX) satisfies the conditions
of Definition 2.2 for T := ~(a). Clearly, R2 = R and RT = TR.
It remains to show that u(TIR(X» ~ U and u(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V.
Given any .\ E C \ U, since u(ae) = ae(M(A» ~ U U {O}, there
exists some eA E A satisfying (ae - .\)e~ = e = e~(ae -.\) ,whenever
.\ ¥= O. Since a E A is inverl.ibleand e.. E A is idempotent, we have .
(a - .\)eAe = e2 = e for some eA E A including the case .\ = O. It
follows that (T - .\I)~(eAe)x = ~(eAe)(T - .\I)x = ~(e)x = x and
~(e)x E R(X) for all x E R(X), which implies u(TIR(X» ~ U. By
the same reasoning, we have u(TI(I - R)(X» ~ V. Hence T = ~(a)
is (E)-super-decomposable.
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